OVERFLOW CROWD IS DRAWN BY THE CARD TOURNAMENT

CLAIMS DOCTOR AS HIS MOTHER

Strange Romance Underlies Alleged Heir's Demand for a Fortune

Late Dr. Nathan Kantle Was a Woman and Hugh Merrifield Says So in New York...-

POLITICAL

Lanesville, Ky., April 12 - The one-room school in the old hamlet was at one...-

PLIGHTED THEIR TROTH UNDER SABBATH LAMP

Miss Adele Schwartzchild and Joseph Friedlander Quietly Married at Bride's Home.

Federal Authorities Order Current of the Waterway Banned.

Action Brought About by the Protest of Local River Interests That Proposed Time in Danger of Navigation.

CINCINNATI, April 11 - Refused authority from the Department of Commerce to build a...-

MUST CHECK CHICAGO RIVER

FLORAL CANTATA BY IVY CRAFTERS, PATRONIZED WAR

Delightful Position Given in Golden Days in the Evening Program Assessed to the Vets.

The Soldier's Home and Army Base to Receive Program of the Ivy Crafters.

Nerves Need Fuel

To find the vital fires or they lose the power to regulate and control the body. Unnatural stimulants won't do. Like an air blast on fire unless they cause a sudden rush of heat-there's all is dead. Give the nerves plenty of fuel, and the worry and fretting, the headaches, the nervousness, loss of sleep, deranged digestion, neuritis, insomnia and heart troubles, that burn up the brain substance and burn the nerve-false, will disappear forever. Don't wait till the fires are burned out. Begin now.

"I was so nervous and restless that I could get little sleep and the headache were something dreadful. Pains would start in the temple and travel down the crown of the head and even down to the back of the neck. I used to be afraid to go to bed because I knew I could not sleep.

"It is a great relief to have Dr. Miles' Nervine. I am now healthy and full of strength. I am far better."

Catherine Gouin, Contradicted.

Dr. Miles' Nervine

written a great specific in the treatment of nervous disturbances, neuralgia, neuritis, insomnia, neurasthenia, and nervous exhaustion. It is the specific of the eight great medical men of the land and London.

M. H. Wimber, Generals Valley, Ltd.

Dr. Miles' Nervine

FOR SALE.

A gold-embossed, silk-bound,quarto volume of the "Life and Writings of Emilie von Behr" and a small gold-stamped qua....-

J. O'Brien & Co.

1146 Market Street.